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<td>Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain: How a New Science Reveals Our Extraordinary Potential to Transform Ourselves</td>
<td>In this fascinating and for-reaching book, Newweekse science writer Sharon Begley reports on how cutting-edge science and the ancient wisdom of Buddhism have come together to reveal that, contrary to popular belief, we have the power to literally change our brains by changing our minds. Recent When we think of work, often we think of drudgery, frustration, and stress. For too many of us, work is the last place in our lives we expect to experience satisfaction, fulfillment, or growth. In this unique book, Michael Carroll &amp;&quot;a meditation teacher, executive coach, and corporate director&quot; shares his expertise on how to turn this &quot;negative&quot; view of work into a positive one that can benefit both our careers and our wellbeing. The result is a book that is as compelling as it is practical, and as timeless as it is relevant today.</td>
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<td>A Wake at Work: 30 Practical Buddhist Principles for Discovering Clarity and Balance in the Midst of Work's Chaos</td>
<td>One of the most acclaimed and persuasive observers of globalization and Buddhism now gives us the first serious consideration of&quot;Buddhism and non-Buddhist alike&quot; of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's &quot;work and ideas as a politician, scientist, and philosopher. His Iyer has been engaged in conversation with the Gallavés, Cornucopia, Newton, Nielso Rohe, Einstein. Their insights shock our perception of who we are and where we stand in the world and in their wake have left an uneasy co-existence: science vs. religion, faith vs. empirical enquiry. Which is the keeper of truth? Which is the true path to understanding?</td>
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<td>One of the most acclaimed and persuasive observers of globalization and Buddhism now gives us the first serious consideration of&quot;Buddhism and non-Buddhist alike&quot; of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's &quot;work and ideas as a politician, scientist, and philosopher. His Iyer has been engaged in conversation with the Gallavés, Cornucopia, Newton, Nielso Rohe, Einstein. Their insights shock our perception of who we are and where we stand in the world and in their wake have left an uneasy co-existence: science vs. religion, faith vs. empirical enquiry. Which is the keeper of truth? Which is the true path to understanding?</td>
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<td>Diamond Cutter: The Buddha on Managing Your Business and Your Life, The</td>
<td>With a unique combination of ancient and contemporary wisdom from the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, The Diamond Cutter presents readers with empowering strategies for success in their work and personal lives. Geshe Michael Roach, one of the great teachers today of Tibetan Buddhism, has richly woven the Using the traditional Tibetan Buddhist framework of the Four Reminders&quot;the preciousness of human life, the birth of impermanence, the reality of suffering, and the unequalableness of karma&quot;to explain why and how we could all better use this short life to pursue a spiritual path and An absorbing exposition of the methods of realization of the Middle Way Consequence School (Prasangika Madhyamika) by Jeffrey Hopkins&quot;considered by many the foremost Western authority on Tibetan Buddhism. His presentation is based on Jang-gya's famous work&quot;the original and translation of the &quot;Mirror of the World&quot; by the 14th Dalai Lama.</td>
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22 Arya Sanghata Sutra Dhammapraya
1: A brief history of the Sanghata Sutra
2: Guide to reciting the Sanghata Sutra
3: Extensive practice for reciting or reading the Sanghata
Dameh Mejia Diana Fennegan 20/03/06 0

23 Meditation and Recitation upon Chenrezig
a/b/c
0

24 Tibetan Buddhist Altars: A pop-up gallery of traditional art & wisdom
a/b/c
0

25 Precious Holy Child of Kapan
Ven. Tenzin Zopa Losang Drappa Centre 20/03/06 0

26 Lawudo Lama: Stories of Reincarnation from the Mount Everest Region, The
The Lawudo Lama presents two life stories along with an extended introduction laying out their social and cultural context. It takes place in the Mount Everest region of Nepal, the home of the famous Sherpa guides, where the people practice Tibetan Buddhism and revere the local lamas and yogis. The stories do not wish for gratitude. Never strike at the heart. Now if you die, you will have no regrets."
Jampayang Wangmo Wisdom Publications 15/03/05 448 867171831 9780861711837

27 Advice from a Spiritual Friend
"Do not wish for gratitude. Never strike at the heart. Now if you die, you will have no regrets."
The Seven-Point Thought Transformation, like wise old friends, two Tibetan masters offer down-to-earth advice for cultivating compassion, wisdom, and happiness in every situation. Based on practical Buddhist verses on meditation, this book provides practical guidelines and addresses common concerns.
Gehe Rabten,Gehe Dhangyay Wisdom Publications 01/05/01 176 867171939 9780861711932

28 Essence of the Heart Sutra: The Dalai Lama's Heart of Wisdom Teachings, The
The Dalai Lama Wisdom Publications 07/05/07 179 8671712846 9780861712847

29 Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism
Chogyam Trungpa Shambhala 12/05/74 250 9781559791095

30 Guide to the Bodhisattva Way of Life, A
Santideva Snow Lion 01/09/77 155939061 1559390613

31 Healing Anger: The Power Of Patience From A Buddhist Perspective
All the world's major religions emphasize the importance of the practice of love, compassion, and tolerance. It is particularly true in the Buddhist traditions, which unanimously state that compassion and love are the foundation of all paths of practice. To cultivate the potential for compassion and love the Dalai Lama explores the principles of meditation in a practice-oriented format especially suited to Westerners. Based upon the middle section of the Bhavanakarma by Kamalashila, a translation of which is included, this is the most extensive commentary given by the Dalai Lama on this concise but important text.
Tenzin Gyatso Dalai Lama Wisdom Publications 01/11/00 164 867171734 978086171734

32 Steps of Meditation
The Dalai Lama Wisdom Publications 28/07/3 216 1559390397 9780861713974

33 Meaning of Life, The
Using the traditional Buddhist allegorical image of the Wheel of Life and the teaching of the twelve links of dependent origination, the Dalai Lama deftly illustrates how our existence, though fleeting and often full of woes, brings with the potential for peace and happiness. We can realize that potential by finding peace, fulfillment, and happiness in our current lives and our fear of death disappears. This collection of Dharma teachings by Tenzin Palmo addresses issues of common concern to teachers.
Lama Zopa Rinpoche Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition 01/09/09 170 978020821 9780208283

34 Heart Advice for Death and Dying
In our busy modern lives, we may not give much thought to death. We fear that thinking about death will take the joy out of living. But in reality, when we actively think about death and prepare for it, we find peace, fulfillment, and happiness in our current lives and our fear of death disappears. The Tibetan His Holiness the Dalai Lama gave a series of lectures at Harvard University which fulfilled magnificently his intention of providing an in-depth introduction to Buddhist theory and practice. He structured the presentation according to the teachings of the Four Noble Truths and expanded their meaning to cover the universal tendency, he shows, is to see spirituality as a process of self-transformation.
Lama Zopa Rinpoche Snow Lion 01/08/88 256 9789798718 978979875

35 Dalai Lama At Harvard: Lectures On The Buddhist Path To Peace, The
This book is a record of the oral teachings he gave to this group at the outset of the retreat. The New edition of this perennial classic. "The best introductory work on Tibetan Buddhist tantra available today." 4. 4" tara's professor at Harvard University, What is tantra? Who is qualified to practice it? How should it be practiced? What are the results? According to Buddhism, every human being has the potential for Buddhism in a Nutshell: Essentials for Practice and Study
Gen Lamrimpa Snow Lion 16/10/11 15593084X 9780861713934

36 How To Practice Shamatha Meditation: The Cultivation Of Meditative Quiescence
In 1988, Gen Lamrimpa, a Tibetan monk, led a one-year retreat in the Pacific Northwest, during which a group of Western meditators devoted themselves to the practice of meditative quiescence (shamatha). This book is a record of the oral teachings he gave to this group at the outset of the retreat. The New edition of this perennial classic. "The best introductory work on Tibetan Buddhist tantra available today." 4. 4," tara's professor at Harvard University, What is tantra? Who is qualified to practice it? How should it be practiced? What are the results? According to Buddhism, every human being has the potential for Buddhism in a Nutshell: Essentials for Practice and Study
Gen Lamrimpa Snow Lion 16/10/11 15593084X 9780861713934

37 Introduction to Tantra: The Transformation of Desire
The Lawudo Lama presents two life stories along with an extended introduction laying out their social and cultural context. It takes place in the Mount Everest region of Nepal, the home of the famous Sherpa guides, where the people practice Tibetan Buddhism and revere the local lamas and yogis. The stories do not wish for gratitude. Never strike at the heart. Now if you die, you will have no regrets."
Jampayang Wangmo Wisdom Publications 15/03/05 448 867171831 9780861711837

38 Guided Meditations on the Stages of the Path (with 15 hour mp3 meditation CD)
The Lawa Lama presents two life stories along with an extended introduction laying out their social and cultural context. It takes place in the Mount Everest region of Nepal, the home of the famous Sherpa guides, where the people practice Tibetan Buddhism and revere the local lamas and yogis. The stories do not wish for gratitude. Never strike at the heart. Now if you die, you will have no regrets."
Jampayang Wangmo Wisdom Publications 15/03/05 448 867171831 9780861711837

39 Buddhism in a Nutshell, Essentials for Practice and Study
The lawa Lama presents two life stories along with an extended introduction laying out their social and cultural context. It takes place in the Mount Everest region of Nepal, the home of the famous Sherpa guides, where the people practice Tibetan Buddhism and revere the local lamas and yogis. The stories do not wish for gratitude. Never strike at the heart. Now if you die, you will have no regrets."
Jampayang Wangmo Wisdom Publications 15/03/05 448 867171831 9780861711837

40 Dear Lama Zopa: Radical Solutions for Transforming Problems into Happiness
Unconventional wisdom, affirmation, and advice from one of Tibetan Buddhism's most influential living teachers. Lama Zopa Rinpoche is a master at explaining Buddhism's radical but effective methods for transforming suffering into happiness, which have been practised and taught by Tibetans for thousands of years. This sparkling collection of Dharma teachings by Tenzin Palmo addresses issues of common concern to Buddhist practitioners from all traditions. Personable, witty, and insightful, Tenzin Palmo presents an inspiring and no-nonsense view of Buddhist practice.
Lama Thubten Yeshe, Lama Zopa Rinpoche FPMT Education Dept. 16/04/10 243 978020821 9780208283

41 Reflections On A Mountain Lake: Teachings On Practical Buddhism
This sparkling collection of Dharma teachings by Tenzin Palmo addresses issues of common concern to Buddhist practitioners from all traditions. Personable, witty, and insightful, Tenzin Palmo presents an inspiring and no-nonsense view of Buddhist practice.
Lama Thubten Yeshe, Lama Zopa Rinpoche FPMT Education Dept. 16/04/10 243 978020821 9780208283